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The adsorption of H on Pd~111! has been studied with density-functional calculations both with local density
approximation~LDA ! and generalized gradient approximation~GGA! exchange-correlation functionals. The
surface is described by a two-dimensional slab with a frozen or relaxed geometry and a periodic adsorption of
H atoms is considered. Among the surface sites, the fcc hollow one is found to be the most stable, in agreement
with other experimental and theoretical data. The GGA adsorption energy ranges from20.27 to20.53 eV~the
experimental value is20.45 eV! while the LDA result for the adsorption energy is 0.6–0.7 eV larger in
absolute value. The optimal height of the H atom is10.85 Å relative to the surface Pd layer, very close to the
low-energy electron diffraction determination. The hcp hollow site is significantly less stable~10.15 eV! than
the fcc site and its binding energy is similar to that of the bridge site. The octahedral subsurface site is stable
with respect to H2, except for the frozen surface with a coverage 1. Indeed, if the surface is relaxed, the
subsurface site is only 0.1 eV less stable than the fcc surface site. For the surface hollow site, the first to second
layer Pd spacing expands when H is chemisorbed, but only by 2.7%. A larger expansion is found for the
subsurface site. In the eigenvalue spectrum, a new peak is clearly visible below the Pd band when H is
adsorbed and the position of that peak correlates with the H coordination. This surface state is mostly localized
on the H and first layer Pd. The crystal orbital overlap population curves show that the predominant Pd-H
bonding character is contained in the split-off band and indicate that thespandd orbitals of Pd have a rather
equal contribution to the Pd-H bond. The small surface relaxation is explained on the basis of the overlap
population analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

Transition metals from group 10 have always attracted a
considerable amount of interest in heterogeneous catalysis,
especially for the hydrogenation and dehydrogenation reac-
tions. Among them, Pd is a very active metal for hydrogena-
tion of unsaturated molecules and is also selective for partial
hydrogenation of acetylene and butadiene,1 which are impor-
tant industrial reactions. Clearly, hydrogen is a key partner
for these reactions and, considering its simplicity, the inter-
action of H with a transition-metal surface continues to at-
tract a considerable amount of attention, both from the ex-
perimental and theoretical viewpoints.2–5 The understanding
of the geometric structure and electronic structure of H at-
oms on a transition-metal surface is of great importance for
the determination of some elementary steps of the hydroge-
nation reaction. The ability of the H atom to diffuse on the
surface6–8 and, for Pd, in subsurface sites9,10 is also of inter-
est. This capability of Pd to form bulk phases with H, the
solid solution ora phase and the hydride orb phase, has
been an additional motivation for many studies and results in
a rather large experimental data set for the~H,Pd!
system.11–13 Several theoretical studies have also appeared
using semiempirical or first-principle techniques, since H is a
good test case for chemisorption studies. Most of the first-
principles calculations use a cluster to model the Pd surface.

We will concentrate here on the interaction of H atoms
with the ~111! surface of Pd. On that surface, H forms three
superstructures:2,14,15a ~131! structure and two phases with~
A33A3)R30° symmetry, the first one containing 1 H per
surface unit cell~coverage13! while the second one contains

2 H ~coverage23!. The second structure was studied by quan-
titative low-energy electron diffraction~LEED! analysis.15 If
only one type of site is supposed to be occupied on the
surface~or below the surface! the surface fcc hollow site
gives the best agreement~see Fig. 1 and Sec. III for a de-
scription of possible surface and subsurface adsorption sites!.
It should be noted that other possibilities of single site struc-
tures~including surface hcp hollow and subsurface fcc hol-
low! give significantly worse agreement. When a mixture of

FIG. 1. Schematic description of the various adsorption sites
and coverages for H on palladium~111! that were used in the cal-
culations.
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two sites is supposed, the best agreement is obtained when
20% of subsurface fcc sites are occupied with respect to the
surface fcc sites. The different population and energy of sur-
face hcp and fcc hollow sites is also suggested by helium
diffraction6 where aC3v symmetry indicates a preferred oc-
cupation of 1 type of hollow site, without being able to tell
which one.

The optimum Pd-H distance obtained by the LEED cal-
culation for the surface fcc hollow site is 1.78 to 1.8 Å,
which corresponds to a vertical height of 0.80–0.85 Å of H
above the surface. For the subsurface hollow site, the H is
found to be in the middle of the two Pd planes but shows a
very large vertical disorder. The relaxation of the surface was
also studied: for the clean surface the first layer shows a very
small outward relaxation~10.02560.05 Å! and the H
chemisorption~coverage23 only slightly increases this out-
ward relaxation~10.03 to10.05 Å!. The difficulty here is
that the error bars are rather large~0.05 Å!. Another LEED
study9 yields a 2%~0.05 Å! expansion of the first Pd inter-
layer spacing upon H adsorption. For the diffusion of H on
Pd, only the bulk diffusion barrier is known experimentally11

~0.23 eV! but suggests a small value for the surface diffusion
barriers. The chemisorption energy of1

2 H2 on Pd~111! has
been measured by Conrad, Ertl, and Hata16 to be 0.45 eV at
low coverage. This energy is dependent on the coverage and
reaches 0.4 eV near saturation.17 When H is in the Pd bulk,
the octahedral site is the most stable with an absorption en-
ergy of 0.2 eV.13 There is no adsorption energy value for the
subsurface site, even if there is some evidence that the con-
centration of H in the first layers might be larger than the one
in the bulk. The vibrational states of H on Pd~111! have been
studied by high-resolution electron energy loss
experiments,18 yielding v5998 cm21 for the perpendicular
mode of H on the surface site. This contrasts with the lower
vibrational frequency of H in the Pd bulk~550 cm21!.

In the present paper, a density-functional theoretical study
of the absorption of H atoms on a Pd~111! surface is pre-
sented, both with a local@local density approximation
~LDA !# and a nonlocal@generalized gradient approximation
~GGA!# exchange-correlation functional. This system has al-
ready been studied with cluster models and first-principles
LDA calculations,19–21 but in that case the precise compari-
son of chemisorption sites and the determination of the en-
ergies is complicated by the dependence on the cluster shape
and size. Embedded cluster models have also been applied to
that system22 but these calculations yield a preferred bridge
site, in contrast with all other theoretical or experimental
determinations. Periodic LDA calculations on that face have
been performed by Louie and co-workers23,24 but only for
the analysis of the density of states and with no structural
optimization. The comparison of the calculated results with
experimental photoemission measurements,25 however,
shows that the H atoms prefer the hollow site over the top
site and suggests a 1.67-Å Pd-H bonding distance. No first-
principles total-energy calculation has been published for H
on Pd~111! based on periodic calculations. The chemisorp-
tion on other faces such as~110! and ~100! has been the
subject of several density-functional approaches,26–30but the
~111! face has been only studied by embedded atom method
~EAM! techniques. These EAM calculations31–35yield iden-
tical energies for the hcp and the fcc hollow sites, and the

subsurface site is found to be even more stable, which does
not seem to be in agreement with experimental data. These
EAM calculations give a 3% surface contraction for the bare
~111! face, which is also at variance with the LEED determi-
nation. The palladium hydride has also been studied with the
effective-medium theory.36

The calculation method and the geometrical models for
surface and adsorption will be presented in Secs. II and III.
Then the results for the interaction of hydrogen with a frozen
surface layer will be detailed~Sec. IV!. The influence of the
Pd first interlayer relaxation will be studied in Sec. V. Fi-
nally, in Sec. VI, the electronic structure and bonding of the
Pd~111!/H system will be discussed.

II. CALCULATION METHOD

All the calculations performed in this study have been
made using the Amsterdam density-functional code for the
periodic structures~ADF-Band!.37 This program solves the
Kohn-Sham equations38,39 for a periodic structure in one,
two, or three dimensions. Relativistic effects are not taken
into account. If not completely negligible, these relativistic
effects have been shown to have only small consequences in
the case of palladium.40 The electron wave functions are de-
veloped on a basis set of numerical atomic orbitals~NAO!
and of Slater-type orbitals~STO!. This kind of function de-
scribes well the cusp conditions of the atomic orbital. For the
core of the heavy atoms~in this case Pd!, we use a frozen
core approximation to reduce the size of the basis set. A
characteristic of this program is to perform numerical inte-
grations for all the matrix elements.41 The accuracy of the
integration in real space and the sampling of the Brillouin
zone for the integration accuracy ink space are the two ma-
jor numerical parameters in the calculation.

At the LDA level, we use the Vosko, Wilk, and Nusair
formulas42 to calculate the exchange and correlation energy.
The nonlocal gradient correction~GGA! introduced by
Becke43 for the exchange energy and Perdew44 for the corre-
lation one has also been used and compared with LDA.

The choice of the basis set is very important for all quan-
tum chemistry calculations. The use of the NAO and STO
orbitals, instead of Gaussians, allowed us to reduce the size
of this basis, which increases the computational efficiency of
the calculation. The Pd atom is modeled by a frozen core
only up to the 3d orbital, and all the orbitals up until this one
are described by a NAO. Each orbital in the valence shell
(4s,4p,4d,5s) is represented by a double basis including a
NAO and a STO~see Table I!. The 5s NAO comes directly
from the starting configuration of the atom, which we have

TABLE I. Atomic basis set used in the calculation. Each atomic
orbital is described by a numerical atomic orbital~NAO! and/or a
Slater-type orbital~STO! whose exponent is given in the table. The
frozen core orbitals are not indicated and only described by a NAO.

Pd H

4s 4p 4d 5s 5p 1s 2p

NAO Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No
STO 3.85 3.15 1.5 1.85 1.85 1.28 1.0
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chosen to be 4d95s1. This configuration improves the qual-
ity of the basis, but has no influence on the final solution,
when the convergence is reached. We have also introduced a
5p STO as a hybridization function on the Pd atom. The
hydrogen atom is represented by the same kind of basis set,
including a NAO and a STO for the 1s and a STO 2p for the
polarization. It has been shown that this kind of basis is large
enough to investigate the adsorption of hydrogen on a me-
tallic surface.45 The use of NAO’s in the basis set is also
efficient in reducing the basis set superposition errors since
the isolated atoms are quite well described. The ADF code
uses an auxiliary basis to fit the electronic density. A large set
has been used here in order to achieve a good accuracy. For
the palladium atom, the fit basis includes 60 STO’s
(21s,13p,12d,8f ,6g) and for the hydrogen, we use 17 STO’s
(7s,4p,3d,2f ,1g).

On a more technical field, all the calculations are per-
formed with an integration accuracy greater than 1024 and at
least 15k points in the reduced Brillouin zone for all the
two-dimensional~2D! cells. Some more accurate tests on
those parameters show a very small deviation of the energy,
and suggest that in this case, the numerical accuracy of the
program is around 0.02 eV, not including the systematic de-
viation due to density-functional approach.

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

The choice of periodic calculations allowed us to study
the adsorption of hydrogen at nonzero coverage, which is
very important for the catalytic point of view. The real con-
ditions of the reaction involve normal or high pressure in
hydrogen. In order to be close to the catalytic conditions, it is
more reliable to take in account the incidence of the high
coverage on the surface. The goal of the study is to investi-
gate the behavior of a hydrogen atom overlayer on a~111!
palladium surface. The surface itself is modeled by a slab,
that is a solid, infinite periodic in two dimensions, and com-
posed of a given number of layers in the other one. We label
this dimensionZ and the two others, representative of the
infinite surface,X andY. In our model there is no periodicity
at all in theZ direction, so we do not have to check the
influence of one slab on another. Now that we have defined
the surface, we will describe the different adsorption sites
and the different coverages. We chose to chemisorb hydro-
gen on only one side of the slab. By convention the origin of
the Z coordinate is positioned on the plane defined by the
cores of the uppermost palladium layer, so the positiveZ are
above this plane, that is to say outside of the slab, and the
negative part of the axis is inside the bulk. The geometry of
the ~111! surface leads us to define five different sites of
adsorption for the H atom~see Fig. 1!. They are classified by
increasing number of H-metal bonds:~1! The top site, just
above a Pd atom of the first layer,~2! the bridge, where the H
is between two Pd atoms,~3! and ~4! the two threefold hol-
low sites: the hcp one, where there is one Pd atom just below
the H in the second layer, and the fcc one, for which there is
no palladium atom below.~5! The last site~subsurface! is
inside the slab, corresponding to a negativeZ, between the
first and the second layer, in a threefold cavity. Only the
octahedral subsurface site, which is right below a fcc hollow
site, was considered since the tetrahedral site is known to be

less stable. For each of those sites, we have studied the in-
fluence of the coverage with two different H arrays in rela-
tion with two ordered structures found by LEED. The first
one is a 131 surface, implying that there is one H ad-
atom for one Pd atom on the first layer~coverage 1!. The
second one is aA33A3 surface with one H in the unit cell
for three metallic atoms~coverage13, Fig. 1!.

IV. RESULT FOR THE HYDROGEN ADSORPTION
ON A FROZEN Pd„111… SURFACE

For each of the previous sites, we performed an optimi-
zation inZ to determine the adsorption geometry. This opti-
mization is made on a three-layer slab, and for a coverage of
one~one H per Pd atom!. The H binding energy is defined by
the reaction H1S�Hads, where S represents the surface,
while the adsorption energy is defined by the reaction
1
2H21S�Hads. The adsorption is stable only if the binding
energy is greater than 2.44 eV at the LDA level and 2.43 eV
at the GGA level. For the H atom the total energy for the
LDA level is213.02 eV, 0.58 eV higher than the GGA result
~213.60 eV!, which is very close to the experimental value.
The same trend appears for H2 for which the energy differ-
ence is 1.11 eV, therefore yielding a similar H2 formation
energy for the two functionals. The H2 molecule is therefore
a special system since the bond energy is not reduced when
going from LDA to GGA.

In this part, no relaxation of the Pd surface will be con-
sidered: it will be frozen at the bulk termination geometry,
with the experimental Pd-Pd distance~2.75 Å!. Let us first
discuss the~131! overlayer of fcc hollow sites on a three-
layer slab~Fig. 2!. In this case we find two maxima in theZ
direction. The most stable one is above the surface. It gives a
Pd-H distance of 1.80 Å, and it corresponds to a binding
energy of23.24 eV at the LDA level and22.65 eV at the
GGA one. The second minimum is inside the slab. In this
situation, the Pd-H distance is 1.80 Å too~first layer Pd! and

FIG. 2. Potential energy curve for a displacement of H perpen-
dicular to the Pd~111! surface at an fcc hollow site. Calculations
with LDA ~triangles, full line! and GGA ~circles, dashed line!
exchange-correlation functionals are indicated. The white~black!
symbols correspond to a coverage of 1~ 13!. The half H2 dissociation
energy, which is the limit for a stable adsorption, is given. The
Pd~111! surface is represented by a frozen three-layer slab with a
Pd-Pd distance of 2.75 Å.
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the adsorption energies are22.97 eV~LDA ! and22.28 eV
~GGA!. The ~131! array of H atoms in subsurface sites is
therefore only stable with respect to12H2 at the LDA level.
For this unrelaxed calculation the barrier for penetration in
the bulk is rather high~0.5 eV LDA and 0.47 eV GGA! and
this point will be discussed in more detail later. The perpen-
dicular vibration for the surface fcc hollow site was deter-
mined by fitting a Morse curve to the associated part of the
potential. The result frequency is 1250 cm21, 25% higher
than the experimental value18 and comparable to the calcu-
lated determination on a Pd cluster21 ~1100 cm21!. The varia-
tion might be explained by a different coverage situation.
The LDA and the GGA determinations of this vibrational
state lead to a similar result.

We performed the same optimization for the other sites
and the conclusions, relative to the distances and the binding
energies, are summarized in Table II. The most stable site at
the GGA level as well as at the LDA one is the fcc hollow
site. The bridge site and the hollow hcp one lead to a similar
binding energy, so the energetic ordering of these sites is not
completely clear-cut at this point due to the limited number
of layers. The important point is that the hcp hollow site is
significantly less stable than the fcc one~0.17 eV!. This is in
contrast with the EAM results but agrees with the experi-
mental data. The situation concerning the two less stable
sites is much more clear, and we deduce that the top site is
the most unfavorable one and it corresponds to an unstable
adsorption. For all the situations, the differences between the
energies, regarding the functional approximation viewpoint,
is in the same range: the LDA calculations overestimate the
binding by 0.6–0.7 eV. This reduction of the bond energy at
the GGA level is a general phenomenon, if H2 is excluded as
previously mentioned, since the GGA energy lowering is
smaller in the adduct than in the separated fragments, be-
cause the density gradient is weaker in the bond region. This
bond energy variation is very similar to the difference be-
tween LDA and GGA H atomic energies. However, this
seems to be a coincidence and it would certainly be oversim-
plistic to assume that all the LDA error is concentrated in the
H atom itself. Despite this bond energy difference, the two
approximations lead to quite the same Pd-H distance for all
the sites@for example, 1.79 Å~LDA ! and 1.80 Å~GGA! for
the fcc site#.

Even if the description of the adsorption seems to be sat-
isfactory, it is necessary to test the influence of the param-
eters of the system on the results. The most important one is
the number of layers that we use in the slab, to describe an
infinite solid. So the binding energy for the five sites was
studied as a function of slab thickness, from one to five lay-
ers~Fig. 3!. The optimum geometry obtained with the three-
layer slab was used in each case. The variation of the opti-

mum geometry with slab thickness was tested for the fcc
hollow site and for one, two, and three layers. The height
difference was found to be very small~0.02 Å between two
and three layers!. The stability order of the site does not
depend on the number of layers, except for the hcp hollow–
bridge energies that are very close and that are not easily
positioned one relative to the other. On a more quantitative
side, the convergence of the energy with the number of lay-
ers is slightly oscillatory but fast and even a slab with two
layers gives reasonable results. We can conclude that we
have approximately reached the convergence concerning this
parameter, and that the three- and the four-layer slabs already
give a rather accurate description of the binding energies and
of the electronic properties. A more detailed study of the
Pd-H electronic interaction in Sec. VI will underline this
point. Some previous works45,46 on the adsorption of H or
other adsorbates metal surfaces also led to the point that a
three-layer slab is large enough and that even a totally frozen
electron description for the third-layer atoms induces only
small variation on the description of the chemisorption. The
second important computational parameter is the Brillouin
zone sampling. A test for the fcc hollow site with a larger
number ofk points, 28 instead of 15, only gives a 0.02-eV
variation in the binding energy.

From those values, we can estimate the diffusion barrier
of the H adatom on the Pd~111! surface. We consider two
hypothetical diffusion paths on the surface~Fig. 4!. The
lowest-energy path goes from one hollow fcc site to another,
through bridge and hcp hollow sites, and yield a diffusion
barrier of 0.15 eV at the GGA level, which is lower than the
EAM determination31–35 ~0.2 eV! even if in our case no re-
laxation is allowed. This suggests a very fast diffusion of the

TABLE II. Optimal H height ~Å, relative to the first metal layer!, Pd1-H distance~Å!, and H binding
energy~for the LDA and the GGA functionals! for the frozen three-layer slab as a function of the binding site.

Hollow fcc Hollow hcp Bridge Top Subsurface

z ~Å! 0.85 0.90 1.0 1.57 20.85
d~Pd1-H! ~Å! 1.80 1.83 1.70 1.57 1.80
E~LDA,eV! 23.24 23.08 23.11 22.57 22.97
E~GGA, eV! 22.65 22.48 22.54 22.07 22.28

FIG. 3. H binding energy~eV! for each site as a function of the
number of layers. The GGA functional and the optimal geometry of
H on the three-layer slab are used.
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H adatom on the metallic surface, in agreement with the
experimental data. It does not seem possible to use a classi-
cal treatment for the diffusion process due to the low value
of the calculated barrier.6

The last point studied on the frozen surface is the influ-
ence of the coverage on the adsorption energy. The first cal-
culations are made in a high coverage situation~u51!. So,
we study the same sites for a smaller coverage of1

3 (A3
3A3 structure!. The unit cell includes three palladium atoms
on each layer and the calculations are very CPU time con-
suming, so the Pd-H bond distances were not optimized. We
used the H height optimized for the~131! overlayer, and a
two-layer slab~that is, a cell of six Pd and one H!. For all the
sites, the binding energies increase with decreasing coverage
~Fig. 5! but the stability order of the various sites is kept
identical, and the most stable site is always the fcc hollow
one. The difference in the adsorption energy is quite site
insensitive~0.15–0.22 eV!. If we compute the direct H-H
repulsion for a 131 and aA33A3 structure of H atoms
~without the Pd surface!, we find a difference of 0.2 eV, a
value comparable with the variation of the adsorption energy.
So a great part of this variation can be attributed to the direct
H-H repulsion. The computed values for coverage1

3 are also
relevant in the limit of the very small coverages~experimen-
tal data and EAM calculations show little variation of the
adsorption energy and of the work function below a coverage
of 1

3!. Another important effect appears for this coverage.
Since all the sites are more stable, the subsurface one be-
comes stable toward the H2 gas phase molecule at the GGA
level, since the binding energy increases from22.31 to

22.58 eV and goes beyond the22.43-eV limit. This fact is
in agreement with the experimental stability of the subsur-
face site.

Therefore we can conclude that the calculation at the
GGA levels gives an adsorption energy in very good agree-
ment with available data. The experimental adsorption en-
ergy is20.45 eV for coverages between 0 and1

3, while the
calculated value for the13 coverage at fcc hollow sites is
20.46 eV. The optimum structure is the fcc hollow site, the
hcp one and the bridge site being 0.15 eV less stable. The
subsurface site is also stable at low coverage but somewhat
less than the surface sites, with an adsorption energy of
20.15 eV in good relation with experimental values~20.1–
0.2 eV!. On the contrary, results at the LDA level signifi-
cantly overestimate the adsorption energy~;0.6–0.7 eV!.
The calculations with cluster models19–21of the surface tend
to add an additional binding energy increase, unless very
large clusters are used. Such a good agreement between
GGA chemisorption energies and experimental data has al-
ready been noticed for CO adsorption on Cu.47 The results
contrast with EAM calculations,31–34which give an identical
energy for both hollow sites with a subsurface site even
slightly more stable, and with embedded cluster
calculations22 that favor the bridge site by 0.2 eV.

V. HYDROGEN ADSORPTION
ON A RELAXED Pd „111… SURFACE

All the previous calculations have been performed on a
frozen Pd surface. We have supposed that the interlayer dis-
tance at the surface in the slab was the same as the one in the
bulk. It is well known experimentally that the palladium
~111! surface presents only a very small outward relaxation
of the first interlayer spacing~about 1%62.5%!. The effect
of this small geometric modification also should be small on
the binding energies and the order of the sites should be
unaffected, but the chemisorption of hydrogen might result
in a significant adsorbate-induced relaxation. In order to un-
derstand the influence of the surface relaxation on the bind-
ing energies and on the electronic properties, we let the
Pd~111! first surface interlayer relax, keeping the other layers
frozen. This influence of the relaxation is believed to be

FIG. 4. H binding energy along two possible paths for the H
surface diffusion on a five-layer slab. The LDA~solid line! and the
GGA ~dashed line! functionals are given.

FIG. 5. GGA H binding energy for two coverages~13 and 1! on
the two-layer slab.
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rather small due to the close-packed nature of the~111! sur-
face, but to our knowledge, nobody really investigated this
phenomenon, using first-principles methods.

The previous part of the study demonstrated that the GGA
calculations give much more accurate H binding energies
compared with LDA. Therefore this relaxation study will be
performed at the GGA level. The first step is to optimize the
Pd-Pd distance in the bulk at this level of approximation. The
result is 2.86 Å, which overestimates the experimental one
by 2.8%. This overestimation is only partly corrected by the
addition of 4f orbitals in the basis, but this improvement is
not determinant and it increases the computational effort, so
we decided to keep the previous basis set and to use the
distance of 2.86 Å as our bulk optimum one. Notice that,
with the same basis set, the LDA calculation gives a 2.75-Å
optimum, in perfect agreement with the experiment, but with
a strongly overestimated H adsorption. From this point, we
let the first layer relax, keeping all the other ones fixed. We
first completed this investigation for three- to six-layer bare
slabs~Fig. 6!. This series of slabs is very consistent with an
inward relaxation of less than 1%~0.6%! as a limit result.
Even the three-layer slab gives a good result. For all the slab
studied, the second layer was kept fixed. This approximation
should not have any large consequence. Indeed, the relax-
ation of the second layer is always smaller than the relax-
ation of the first one, because it has an environment similar
to that of the bulk. Therefore, from these calculations, the
Pd~111! surface shows almost no relaxation compared to the
bulk termination. This contrasts with the general situation of
metal surfaces, which usually gives an inward relaxation of a
few percent. An explanation of this limited palladium relax-
ation will be given in Sec. VI.

For the surface with a~131! H adsorption, in order to be
able to simultaneously optimize the H and surface Pd atom
heights, we had to limit the model to a three-layer slab. Such
a number of layers yields a reasonable accuracy for the ad-
sorption of the hydrogen on the surface as well as for the
bare surface relaxation. This influence of the relaxation will
be checked for the most stable surface and subsurface sites.
If the surface is frozen, the change of the cell parameter from
the experimental 2.75 Å to the calculated optimum 2.86 Å
gives only a small change for the fcc hollow site energy

~from 22.65 to 22.77 eV!. However, the increase of the
subsurface site binding energy is more significant~from
22.28 to22.62 eV!. This effect is certainly due to a release
of the H-H and H-Pd electronic repulsion with a larger Pd-Pd
distance, especially for the subsurface site. Starting from that
point the two-parameter optimization of the hollow fcc site
~Fig. 7! shows only a small effect on the binding energy,
which goes from 2.77 to 2.78 eV. On the geometric point of
view, the differences are also small. The optimum of the two
parameters~the hydrogen-adlayer–first-palladium-layer dis-
tance, and the first to second palladium layer distance! are
0.85 and 2.40 Å. Therefore the Pd-H distance is not affected
by the relaxation, while the Pd surface interlayer spacing
expands by 2.7% compared to the bulk value~2.34 Å for a
Pd-Pd distance of 2.86 Å!.

For the subsurface site, the potential energy surface~Fig.
8! is more complicated. The relaxation increases the opti-
mum binding energy in a more significant way~from

FIG. 6. Influence of thez relaxation of the surface layer, for
three- and six-layer slabs, in the case of the bare surface~GGA!.

FIG. 7. GGA H binding energy for the fcc hollow site as a
function of H-Pd1 and Pd1-Pd2 interlayer spacings. The interlayer
spacings are relative to the unrelaxed situation~H-Pd1: 0.85 Å;
Pd1-Pd2: 2.34 Å!.

FIG. 8. GGA H binding energy on the subsurface site as a func-
tion of H-Pd1 and Pd1-Pd2 interlayer spacings. The Pd1-Pd2 inter-
layer spacing is relative to the unrelaxed situation~2.34 Å!.
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22.62 to22.67 eV! but the surface is very flat and different
coordinates correspond to very similar energies that would
yield a very large vertical position disorder for the subsur-
face H atom~in agreement with the LEED study!. The ‘‘op-
timum’’ corresponds to the H atom being 0.98 Å below the
Pd surface atom with a 3–4 % outward relaxation of the
surface Pd layer. However, there is a second minimum and a
complete range of positions in between which energies are
only higher by less than 0.01 eV~beyond the precision limit
of the calculation!. This second optimum corresponds to a H
atom 1.12 Å below the surface~which is very close to the
layer middle! and to a 7% Pd interlayer expansion. There-
fore, due to the very flat nature of the potential, it is not
possible to precisely conclude on the geometric position of
the optimum.

If we consider the barrier for going from the surface fcc
hollow site to the subsurface octahedral site, the fact of
slightly increasing the Pd-Pd distance from 2.75 to 2.86 Å
already yields a reduction of it, even without inclusion of the
relaxation, since it goes from 0.47 to 0.34 eV. Allowing the
first surface metal interlayer spacing to relax only slightly
modifies this value~0.33 eV! and this interlayer is increased
by 5% when the H atoms are within the first Pd layer, at the
barrier maximum position. It should be noted that this barrier
corresponds here to a simultaneous penetration of a 131 H
array. There is no experimental determination of the H pen-
etration barrier on the~111! face to our knowledge. The only
experimental value is the diffusion barrier within the bulk
~0.23 eV!. This barrier is calculated to be 67 meV with
EAM.34

Taking into account the surface relaxation with GGA cal-
culations therefore requires using a slightly expanded bulk
distance, which has non-negligible consequences on the H
binding energies, while the relaxation itself has only a minor
influence on the energetic results, with only a slight expan-
sion of the first interlayer spacing upon H adsorption. With
the expanded lattice, the electronic repulsion is decreased,
especially for the subsurface site, and the energy difference
between surface and subsurface adsorption is reduced to 0.11
eV, the surface site still being the most stable one. The pen-
etration barrier is also diminished to a more reasonable
value, if we compare with the bulk diffusion barrier.

The calculations with the relaxed surface hence lead to a
slightly stronger binding compared to the 2.75 Å Pd-Pd dis-
tance frozen case, mainly because of the expanded bulk
Pd-Pd distance~2.86 Å! ~see Table III for a summary of
adsorption energies!. This is especially true for the 131
structure where the H atoms feel a significant mutual repul-

sion. If we use this relaxed optimal geometry with the13
coverage model on a two-layer slab, the difference with the
frozen case is less important and the adsorption energy for
the surface fcc hollow site is20.53 eV~to be compared with
the20.45-eV low coverage experimental value!, while it is
20.42 eV for the subsurface octahedral site. There is no
experimental value for this adsorption energy of the subsur-
face site, but this site is known to be slightly more stable
than the bulk adsorption case~20.2 eV!. Our calculations
are not in complete agreement with the EAM results, since in
our case the surface site is 0.1 eV more stable than the sub-
surface one, in contrast with the EAM where the subsurface
case is favored with a very small difference between the two.

VI. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE

In order to understand the chemical binding, the elec-
tronic effects that govern this adsorption must be investi-
gated. The influence of the H atom on the metal electronic
structure and the nature of the metal-hydrogen bond have
been analyzed with a Mulliken approach, on the basis of the
local density of states~LDOS! and crystal orbital overlap
population ~COOP! curves obtained with a four-layer slab
model.

The LDOS on the surface atom and subsurface atom for
the bare slab of four layers are shown in Fig. 9. Thed band
is clearly visible and it is slightly more narrow for the sur-

TABLE III. Adsorption energy~eV! for the best surface site and for the subsurface site, for two different
coverages~u!.

Frozen surface Relaxed surface
Experimental
Low coverageu51a u51/3b u51c u51/3b

Hollow fcc 20.27 20.46 20.35 20.53 20.45
Subsurface 10.09 20.15 20.24 20.42 20.2d

aFour-layer slab.
bTwo-layer slab, using optimal geometry of theu51 calculation.
cThree-layer slab.
dExperimental values for the H adsorption in the Pd bulk and not for the subsurface site.

FIG. 9. DOS of the bare four-layer slab projected on the surface
~solid line! and subsurface~dashed line! Pd atoms. The energy axis
is relative to the Fermi level.
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face atom that has a reduced coordination~9 instead of 12!.
On the contrary the LDOS is enhanced at the surface for
nonbonding states near the band middle. The energy scale is
relative to the Fermi levelEf , which is positioned near the
top of thed band. The charge transfer to~or from! the surface
is roughly zero~0.008 electron!, the surface atom having the
same charge as the bulk one. For the five- and six-layer
slabs, the charge on the third-layer Pd atom is exactly zero,
and even more, thesp-d electron distribution is the same as
that of the bulk. However, the distribution of electrons intod
and sp levels is modified at the surface, even if the total
charge is not. Indeed, due to the narrowerd band, thed
occupation is enhanced at the surface~10.09 electron! but
this is compensated by a reducedspoccupation~20.09 elec-
tron, see Table IV!. This intra-atomic redistribution at the
surface plays an important role for the relaxation process.

Figure 10 shows the total density of the slab with a 131
H overlayer for the different sites that we considered. A new
peak is present below thed band compared with the bare
surface. This peak is located at a forbidden energy for the
bulk: it corresponds to a well-known surface state~also
called split-off state! induced by the H adsorption. This fea-
ture was already studied in detail by Louie and
co-workers.23,24 The peak position is clearly dependent on
the H binding site, the gap between the surface state, and the
d band increasing with larger H-surface coordination. For the
subsurface site it is positioned 8 eV belowEf and 6.4 eV
belowEf for the fcc surface site. If less coordinated sites are
considered, the peak gets closer to thed band bottom, and it
is inside thed band for the top site for which the split-off
state has disappeared.

The LDOS on the surface and subsurface Pd layers and on
the H atom are given in Fig. 11. The H 1s orbital is mostly
present in the split-off state, where it mixes with the first-
layer Pd orbitals. The Pd-H mixing within thed band is very
small. The first-layer Pd has a significant weight in the split-
off state, but this weight decays very quickly in the layers
below ~it is already very small on the second layer! as it
should be for a localized surface state. The fact that the Pd-H
interaction is mostly represented by this split-off state ex-
plains the rather fast convergence of the binding energy with
slab thickness: the H atom is only weakly present in states
that propagate inside the bulk. The band structure of Fig. 12
clearly shows the dispersion~1.60 eV! of the split-off state
below the surfaced band. The dispersion of this split-off
band has been studied experimentally.25 This band is 7.9 eV
belowEf at theG point of the Brillouin zone, 6.4 eV atM,
and 5.9 eV atK. The calculated results are, respectively, 7.5,
6.6, and 5.9 eV for thesek-space positions in the case of the
hollow site, which is in good agreement~both for the disper-
sion and the precise band shape! and indicates a reliable
description of the electronic structure with this calculation
method. As already noticed by Louie and co-workers,23,24

this study of the band structure is another indication that the
most stable adsorption site is indeed the surface fcc hollow
one, and not the subsurface site.

Figure 13 decomposes the LDOS for the associated peak
on the atomic orbitals of the first-layer Pd atom. The lowest
part of the peak corresponds to the area around theG point in
the band: there, the H atoms are in phase in the 2D Bloch
function and this implies for symmetry reasons that only the
s anddz2 Pd orbitals can interact with the H atom~see Fig.
14!. The dz2 orbital only interacts weakly with the H, be-
cause the H is more or less positioned within the nodal cone
of thatd orbital, and therefore only thes orbital significantly
contributes to that low-energy part of the peak. On the con-
trary, the highest part corresponds to points ink space close
to the Brillouin zone edge where neighboring H atoms are
out of phase in the wave function~Fig. 14!, which means that
only thed orbitals with a nodal plane perpendicular with the
surface can interact~dxy,dx22y2,dxz,dyz). This interac-
tion, which creates the highest part of the peak, clearly dem-
onstrates and confirms the participation of the Pdd orbitals
to the Pd-H bond, the electronic charge of thed orbitals in
the peak being indeed much larger than thes electronic
charge.

The total atomic charges of the H and the three first Pd
layers are represented in Fig. 15 for the case of the 131
adsorption on a four-layer slab. The charge on the H atom is
strongly dependent on the adsorption site and it approxi-
mately correlates with the position of the split-off state in the
spectrum. The charge is more negative when the split-off
state is low in energy~subsurface site! because in that case
the peak, being more detached from thed band, has a larger
weight on the H atom. For the hollow and bridge site, the
negative charge is smaller and the H atom is almost neutral,
meaning that the split-off state has a more balanced Pd-H
character. The Pd atom of the first layer has on the contrary
a small positive charge, which, however, does not match ex-
actly the opposite charge of H. The second and third Pd
layers are almost neutral, while the fourth layer of the slab
plays the role of an electron reservoir and ensures the final
charge neutrality of the slab. In the case of the most stable
fcc site, the H atom has a20.13 charge, while the first-layer
Pd has a charge of10.17. Compared to the bare surface, the
d population is reduced by 0.16e while thesp population is
almost unchanged~Table IV!.

In order to go beyond the LDOS analysis and to under-
stand the Pd-H and Pd-Pd bond strength, COOP curves have
been calculated. These curves represent the DOS~E!
weighted by the overlap population in the wave function at
energyE between two atomic orbitals or two atoms. So we
can decompose the interaction in bonding~positive value!,
antibonding ~negative value!, and nonbonding energy re-

TABLE IV. Mulliken electronic populations for the H atom, the first~Pd1! and second~Pd2! Pd layer atoms for a four-layer slab, the Pd
in the bulk, in the case of the separated entities and the fcc hollow chemisorption.

H Pd1~sp! Pd1~d! Pd2~sp! Pd2~d! Bulk~sp! Bulk~d!

Separated 1 0.79 9.20 0.91 9.10 0.89 9.11
fcc hollow 1.14 0.77 9.04 0.91 9.11
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gions. The integral up to theEf represents the overlap popu-
lation and so gives an indication of the bonding character of
the considered interaction. The COOP curves for the Pd-H
bond are shown in Fig. 16. The Pd atom can be considered

with all its orbitals~atomic COOP, top!, or the contribution
of sp ~middle! or d ~bottom! orbitals can be extracted. These
curves underline again the importance of the split-off state
that contains most of the Pd-H bonding effect. In the total
COOP, all levels up to the Fermi energy correspond to a
bonding situation, but thed band region is almost nonbond-
ing. The Pd-H overlap population is 0.69, and it is already

FIG. 10. DOS of the four-layer slab with a~131! H overlayer
for the five different sites. The structures correspond to those of Fig.
3. The energy axis is relative to the Fermi level.

FIG. 11. DOS of the four-layer slab with a~131! H overlayer in
the fcc hollow site projected on the H atom~bottom!, the Pd surface
atom ~top, solid!, and the Pd subsurface atom~top, dashed!.

FIG. 12. Energy band diagram for the five-layer slab with a
~131! H overlayer in the fcc hollow site.
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0.53 if only the peak of the split-off state is taken into ac-
count. The contributions of thespandd orbitals of Pd in the
overlap population are rather balanced~sp: 0.32, d: 0.37!,
which underlines again the importance of thed orbitals in the
adsorption. Thed orbitals show a large bonding contribution
of 0.34 in the top part of the split-off state~see previous
discussion!, while the interaction becomes slightly antibond-
ing near the top of thed band. For thesporbitals the contri-
bution of the surface state is 0.19, but the interaction remains
bonding up to 2.5 eV above the Fermi level. It should be
noted, however, that the contribution of thesp orbitals is
almost equal to that of thed orbitals in the COOP, even if the
weight of thesp states in the split-off band is much smaller.
This is due to the better overlap between H~1s! and Pd~sp!
because of their more diffuse character. Therefore the pos-
sible conclusion from the LDOS curves alone~Fig. 13! that
the d orbitals would largely dominate the Pd-H bonding on
the metal side is erroneous.

The second bond that is interesting to analyze with the
COOP curves corresponds to the interaction between first-
layer and second-layer Pd. Let us start with the bare surface,
for which this Pd1-Pd2 COOP is indicated in Fig. 17~left
column!, decomposed ind/d, sp/sp, andd/sp contributions.
The d/d interaction shows a bonding part, in the bottom of
the d band and an associated strong antibonding part in the
top. Since thed band is almost full, these antibonding con-
tributions are occupied so that thed/d interaction resembles a
10-electron one and the net result has a slightly antibonding
nature. Therefore thisd/d interaction resembles a 10-electron
one and the net result has a slightly antibonding nature.
Therefore thisd/d interaction has a small negative contribu-
tion to the Pd-Pd bond~20.03! and is hence slightly repul-
sive. This effect is somewhat stronger at the surface, where
the Pdd population is 0.09 higher for Pd1, compared to the
case of the bulk. One first positive part to the Pd-Pd bond is
the sp/spone ~0.12! but the major contribution is given by
the d/sp ~and sp/d! mixings ~0.24!, which yield a bonding
situation in almost the fulld band range. The total overlap
population sums up to 0.33. Thesp-spandd-sp interactions
are slightly stronger at the surface, which compensates the
more destabilizingd-d interaction, yielding a very similar

bond strength compared to the bulk. Indeed the total overlap
population between the second and third layers is 0.32, im-
plying just a very small increase of the Pd-Pd bond at the
surface. The interaction with H only slightly changes the
Pd1-Pd2 COOP curves as shown in Fig. 17~right column!.
The split-off state has a minor contribution~10.05!, since its
weight on Pd2 is very small, but the overall result is on the
contrary a small decrease of the Pd-Pd overlap population
~0.32!, matching back the bulk value and implying a very
small adsorbate-induced relaxation. Thed/d interaction is
however, slightly less unfavorable since Pd1d population is
reduced by the adsorption~see Table IV, it becomes even
smaller than thed population for the Pd bulk case!. This
decrease of thed population also results in a weakening of
thed-spoverlap population. Thesp-spinteraction is slightly
increased because of the significant contribution of the split-
off state in that case~the small contribution of Pd2 in the
split-off state is mainlysp!. The overall change in the Pd-Pd
bond is dominated by the weakening of thed-sp interaction,
but this is compensated by the small increase of thed-d and
d-spbonding. From this conflicting effect, the final change in
the bond is only small.

VII. CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY

The adsorption of H on Pd~111! has been studied with
density-functional calculations both with LDA and GGA
exchange-correlation functionals using the ADF-Band code.
The surface is described by a two-dimensional slab with a
periodic adsorption of H atoms, comparing for various bind-
ing sites a~131! structure~coverage 1! with aA33A3 array
~coverage13!. Among the surface sites, the fcc hollow one is
found to be the most stable, in agreement with other experi-
mental and theoretical data. The GGA adsorption energy
ranges from20.27 to20.53 eV, depending on the coverage
and on the frozen or relaxed nature of the surface in the
calculation~the experimental value is20.45 eV!. The LDA
value for the adsorption energy is 0.6–0.7 eV larger in ab-
solute value, yielding an obvious and well-known overesti-

FIG. 14. Schematic orbital scheme for the split-off state and
preponderant Pd atomic orbital contribution as a function of the
chosenk-space position in the Brillouin zone~see text!.

FIG. 13. Decomposition of the split-off band on the contribu-
tions of the surface Pd atomic orbitals for a~131! H overlayer in
the fcc hollow site.
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mation. The optimal height of the H atom is10.85 Å rela-
tive to the surface Pd layer, very close to the LEED determi-
nation.

However, in contrast with EAM theoretical calculations,
and in agreement with helium diffraction experiments,6 the
hcp hollow site is significantly less stable~10.15 eV! than
the fcc site and its binding energy is similar to that of the
bridge site. The barrier for H diffusion on the surface is then
low ~0.15 eV!. The octahedral subsurface site is stable with
respect to H2, except for the frozen surface with a coverage
1. If the surface is relaxed the subsurface site is only 0.1 eV
less stable than the fcc surface site. However, this influence
of the relaxation is mostly due to the expansion of the Pd-Pd
distance, from the experimental value of 2.75 Å to the cal-
culated GGA optimum of 2.86 Å, the relaxation of the inter-
layer spacing itself having only a small influence on the en-
ergy. For the surface hollow site, the H height is not modified
by the relaxation, while the first to second layer Pd spacing
expands as expected from the chemisorption, but only by
2.7%. A larger expansion is found for the subsurface site.
However, in that case, the energy surface is very flat around
the minimum and that expansion and the hydrogenz are not
well defined, indicative of a large vertical disorder in that
case. The bare surface shows on the contrary no vertical
surface relaxation. The penetration barrier from surface to
subsurface for a~131! array is found to be 0.33 eV if the
surface relaxation is included.

Among the parameters of the calculation, the convergence
with the number of layers in the slab on the optimum geom-
etry and energy, as well as the convergence withk-space
sampling have been tested in detail. For all the sites, a cov-
erage decrease from 1 to13 rather uniformly results in a
0.2-eV increase of the binding energy.

In the eigenvalue spectrum, a new peak is clearly visible
below the Pd band when H is adsorbed and the position of
that peak correlates with the H coordination. The dispersion
of that H-induced split-off band is in good agreement with
photoelectron data. This surface state is mostly localized on
the H and first-layer Pd, with a very fast decrease on the
subsequent layers, explaining the rather quick convergence

of the binding energy with the number of layers in the slab.
The contribution of Pdd orbitals dominates in that split-off
band. The net charge on the hydrogen is small, but depends
on the binding site~from 20.3 for the subsurface to10.25
for the top site!. The charge of the surface Pd atom is always
positive and small~from 10.3 to10.03!, the difference with
the H charge being accounted by the electron reservoir capa-
bility of the surface.

The electronic structure has been analyzed in more detail
with the COOP curves. They confirm that the predominant
Pd-H bonding character is contained in the split-off band
with little contribution from the energy levels in the surface
d-band range but indicate, however, that thespandd orbitals

FIG. 15. Mulliken atomic charge for H and palladium atoms
~first to third layer! as a function of the adsorption site for a four-
layer slab.

FIG. 16. Crystal orbital overlap population~COOP! for the
Pd-H bond~top! with the decomposition on the Pdsp ~middle! and
d ~bottom! orbitals. The integrated COOP is given for each case by
a dashed line and the energy axis is relative to the Fermi level.
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of Pd have a rather equal contribution to the Pd-H bond. The
Pd ~first layer!-Pd ~second layer! COOP shows a net anti-
bonding result of thed/d interaction, counterbalanced by a
stabilizing effect of thesp/spandsp/dones. Both stabilizing
and destabilizing interactions are increased at the surface,
resulting in a net very small relaxation. The H chemisorption
decreases, the Pd-Pd interaction back to the back value. A
similar compensation as before yields a small overall effect,
but the net result is a slight weakening of the Pd-Pd bond at
the surface. Such an antibondingd/d interaction is character-

istic of the transition metals with ad band almost full. Simi-
larly, small relaxation effects are expected for the other met-
als in that case, like platinum.
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